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The use of stored envelope functions is common to many audio signal synthesis

techniques. This table lookup method is Susceptible to audible defects in the synthesized

output if care is not taken in the design of the synthesis algorithm, particularly when

the rate at which values from the envelope table are accessed is to vary with time. A

useful strategy is presented for altering the effective lookup rate for a stored envelope

function in order to minimize audible discontinuities between envelope segments with

differing lookup rates. The approach creates a smooth warping of the stored envelope

function by forcing the envelope lookup index (the envelope phase) to vary according

to a cubic polynomial function with matched transitions from envelope segment to

segment.

0 INTRODUCTION sical pitch, intensity), a small collection of represent-
ative envelopes is determined and modified in such a

Digital audio synthesis methods must strike a balance way as to simulate the desired behavior of the instrument
between computation speed and memory requirements, for a particular musical context specified by the com-
For example, repetitive operations such as generating poser or determined by the performer. The template
a fixed waveform are typically accomplished using an approach can also be used in additive synthesis algo-

incremented address pointer into a stored array of nu- rithms where the amplitude history of each partial is
merical values (a wave table) which corresponds to a determined. For example, a target musical note 1 s in
sampled version of the desired function. This table duration can be analyzed to determine its amplitude
lookup approach is based on the assumption that less envelopes for use as a template. In order to simulate a
time is required to obtain a value from the wave table note with a duration of 2 s, the template information

and update the table pointer than to calculate the desired can be warped in order to increase its duration. Since
function explicitly. The constant-amplitude waveform the time warping is applied only to the amplitude en-
generated by the wave table is then multiplied by an velope and the signal from the controlled wave table
amplitude envelope function to produce the desired is not altered, the result is a time-scale change without
time-varying amplitude characteristic for the signal, changing the musical pitch of the signal. This useful

In the case of envelopes, that is, functions used to property of the envelope concept should be kept in
modulate signals, it is often desirable to produce a mind throughout the discussion that follows.

continuum of envelopes differing in certain parameters, However, simply time stretching the entire envelope
such as rate of attack or maximum value. One such in a linear fashion is unlikely to produce the desired
approach uses a template envelope perhaps obtained effect in general. Instead, one may choose to subdivide

by analyzing a recorded acoustic musical instrument the 1-s template envelope into several sections and
tone as a point of departure: instead of attempting to warp them separately, as depicted in Fig. 1. In this
record (and store) every possible combination of per- example, the envelope is arbitrarily divided by hand
formance parameters (such as loudness, duration, mu- into three segments: an attack portion, a relatively

constant sustain portion, and a short release portion.

* Manuscript received 1991 January 24; revised 1991 June By choosing to stretch the sustain portion by a greater
27. factorthantheattackandreleaseportions,theperceptual
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quality of the synthesized signal may be improved in is heard at the segment transition, the result may be
comparison to the simple linear stretch approach, an unnatural or noticeably altered timbral characteristic

It should be noted that the use of envelope functions when compared to the original unwarped envelope.
in digital synthesis is not, of course, limited to amplitude Thus we desire a means to use the efficient table lookup
modulation tasks. Depending on the needs of the syn- operation for warped envelope generation while avoid-
thesis algorithm, an envelope function may be used to lng audible defects and timbral alteration.
control a wide range of signal parameters such as fre- The research reported here treats the audible effects
quency, filter bandwidth, or FM modulation index, of envelope time warping by considering a nonlinear

In practice the division of the template envelopes lookup function. Rather than abruptly changing the
into segments has been performed manually. The pro- time-warping factor from one envelope segment to the
cess is often accompanied by a data-reduction step in next, the nonlinear lookup function gradually changes
which the shape of the envelope is approximated by a the warping at segment boundaries while retaining the
simple set of straight-line segments, as shown in Fig. efficiency of the prestored template envelope function.
2. The abrupt discontinuities in slope associated with Calculation of the nonlinear lookup function coefficients
the straight-line segments do not cause a discontinuity can be performed at the beginning of the envelope and
in the signal itself, but must lead mathematically to a the lookup function itself can be implemented efficiently
corresponding spectral discontinuity. For envelopes using the well-known method of forward differences.
which change slowly compared to the sample rate (the This procedure is particularly suited to the warping of
usual situation for amplitude envelopes) this distortion stored envelope shapes of such complexity that simple
has been found to be inaudible in most situations [1]. smoothing of the envelope itself is infeasible.

However, time warping a sampled envelope function It must be reemphasized that envelopes with discon-
(or its line-segment approximation) may cause audible tinuous slopes are used frequently and with complete
discontinuities, particularly in cases where the envelope success in audio synthesis. While the deleterious effects
is followed by additional stages of processing or ill- caused by time warping envelope segments are usually
tering. This may lead to audible changes at each en- negligible in practice, situations do arise in which abrupt
velope break point. Furthermore, the use of line-segment changes in the envelope warping are unacceptable, as
approximations or some other parametric description shown in Fig. 3. The unwarped envelope [Fig. 3(a)]
of the envelope shape is impractical in situations where was generated by a table lookup followed by a filter
the details of the envelope shape are important. Even stage. The envelope with individually warped segments
in the more common situation in which no interruption [Fig. 3(b)] suffers from an accentuation of the slope

discontinuities by the filter stage. The improved result
incorporating the nonlinear lookup function to avoid

Attack Sustain Release the abrupt warping changes is shown in Fig. 3(c). Ad-
ditionalexamplesinvolvingtimbralissuesare consid-
eredinSec.5.

Sec. 1 of this paper begins with an elementary de-
0.5

'_ scriptionof thestrategiescommonlyusedforenvelope

_ table lookupin computermusicsystems.Next, the
problem of envelope lookup with time warping is ex-

' ' I ' ' ' I posed, including some empirical results. The third
0 0.t 0.5 _.0 section contains a description of the new envelope

Time(seconds) warping scheme using cubic functions for the lookup
index function, followed by a discussion of the method

Fig. 1. Simple envelope function manually divided into three
segments:attack, sustain, and release, and its implementation.

1 BASIC ENVELOPE TABLE LOOKUP
Attack Sustain Release

= 1.0 - /N_ Linear._Segment Digital synthesis algorithms are commonly described

Approximation as a collectionof unit generators [2], [3]. Each generator
< performsa specificsubfunctionwithinthe particular
N Original.-_ 0.5 _ / synthesis model. Typical unit generators include audio

signal sources(audiofrequencyoscillators),control
z sources(envelopegenerators,subaudiofrequencyos-

cillators), signal processors (modulators, filters, re-
m _ i I ' verberators), and signal summers (audio mixers). Fig.0.1 0.5 1.0

4 shows a block diagram of a simple signal sourceTime (seconds)
constructed from several unit generators.

Fig. 2. Simple envelope function of Fig. 1 represented by The implementation of a synthesis algorithm usingseveral linear segments. This representation usually requires
less storage and is often aurally indistinguishable from the unit generators may be done entirely in hardware, en-
originalshape, tirely in software, or in some combination. The im-
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plementation may take advantage of particular features be computed less frequently, perhaps only at the be-
of the algorithm in order to reduce complexity or eom- ginning of a note or at some divisor of the signal sample
putation time. For example, the RAMP generator in rate. In situations where non-real-time operation is ac-
Fig. 4 could be implemented as a counter: the next ceptable, the various unit generator operations may
value depends solely on the current value and the time actually occur consecutively rather than in parallel.
interval between observations. While most unit gen- This type of delayed-performance computer music is
craters are assumed to produce or receive new data at found in the MUSIC X computer languages running on
the required signal sample rate, some functions may general-purpose mainframe and mini computers [4],

although recent developments in signal processing
hardware are beginning to allow for real-time software

30000 ......................... ·............................ ; ...............
: synthesis using microcomputer-basedsystems [5], [6].

_--: ....... _._....:.:................... As mentioned in the Introduction, one of the basic25000 opera.onsma.t.,,,.,u.. en=ors
_ 2oooo...................i.--,--.---._i_ ..........................'_---- ----_.--.............i lookup. The unit generator "plays" the stored function

/i i_ by sequentially reading the stored values from the table.
__ 15000........... "i/ ............. i.................... '" "'i'"\' ......._i A repetitive waveform can be generated by reading the

/ :\ table over and over, that is, once the end of the function

<10000[ ........-/ .....................................................i........_ ......i is reached, the unit generator begins reading from the

0 .il|// iii _ ! beginning of the table, becoming a fixed-waveform

5°°°I'-'"'// oscillator. For envelopes, on the other hand, the unit
generator is typically designed simply to stop reading

0.0000 0.0300 0.0600 0.0900 0.1200 0.1500 the lookup table once the end of the table has been
Time (see) reached, perhaps sustaining the last envelope value.

(a) Since the amount of memory available for lookup
30000 ..................................................... tables is usually limited in practice, the size and number

..._[ of tables must be chosen with some planning. Moreover,25oo0-_ ..... i..._....'_--"'i" 'y.............. ........'_d....'_ because the lookup tables contain sampled functions

of time, issues relating to the time density of samples
20000 ........... and the use of interpolation must also be considered.'o

[ Forexample,wemaywishto representa slowlyvarying
"' 15000

i r"l e--ope un--u inga--up.e,say,--esE long,representinga totaldurationof 2s. Withanactual
< 10000 audio sample rate probably 20 kHz (for computer music)

5000 or greaterper channel, the unit generatormusteither
repeat each envelope value from the table some 40 or

0 more times(zero-orderhold), or performsomeform
0.0000 0.0300 0.0600 0.0900 0.1200 0.1500

Time (sec) of interpolation. Fig. 5 depicts a simple linear inter-

(b) polationscheme.
A single template envelope can be used for different

30000 musicalcontextsby changingthe amplitudescalingor
time scaling of the envelope lookup process. Careful

25000

"o

a. 1500o ,&x (o<x_<l) ,._ (o_<y<l)

E 50Hz--_ 0<34- 20,000T10000

lOOHz-_ Frequency Amplitude
sooo _ _,

o osc,_

0.0000 0,0500 0.0600 0.0900 0.1200 0.1500

Time (sec)
(c)

Fig. 3. Example of envelope function with time warping. (a)
Original(unwarped)envelopegeneratedbytable lookupfol- output
lowed by filtering. (b) Same envelope with independent
warping of its segments using a conventional linear lookup Fig. 4. Block diagram of simple synthesis algorithm: a fixed-
function. (Note fluctuations caused by abrupt change in lookup waveform oscillator is amplitude modulated by an envelope
rate.) (c) Same envelope with independent warping of its generator and frequency modulated by a linear ramp function.
segments using proposed nonlinear lookup function method. Maximum output amplitude is 20 000 units; frequency varies
[Note absence of fluctuations in comparison to (b).] from 100 to 150 Hz.
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manual segmentation of the stored envelope table by Slope discontinuities in the warped envelope are
a skilled synthesist can result in a flexible representation caused by the abrupt change in time scale (the implicit
for muscial modification by individually time scaling envelope sample rate) from one segment of the envelope
each segment. However, many envelope shapes of in- to the next. This observation can be better understood
terest are not easily divided into independent sections, by considering the lookup phase function, denoted by
Fig. 6 shows an attempt to compress a template envelope qb(t), as shown in Fig. 7, where the abscissa value is
from its original 3-s duration to 2 s by scaling the time and the ordinate is the lookup address, or index. 1
sustain portion of the lookup table. The slope discon- For the unwarped envelope (the template), the lookup
tinuities present in the compressed envelope may cause phase is a linear function with unity slope, that is, the
noticeable timbrel artifacts in the output signal--the kth value of the envelope is read from the table at
sound is not only shortened, its tone quality may be envelope time t = kA, where A is the time interval
altered as well. between the stored envelope samples. If a segmentof

the envelope is warped to expand the total envelope

2 ENVELOPE TABLE LOOKUP WITH TIME duration, the phase function during that segment has
WARPING a slope less than unity, implying that a greater time

span is required to traverse a given range of lookup
Because the goal of time warping a template envelope addresses. Similarly, an envelope segment scanned

is to simulate the expected behavior of the modeled faster than the template corresponds to a phase slope
instrument when playing notes of longer or shorter du- greater than unity. For continuous time functions the
ration, the presence of audible timbrel distortion could instantaneous slope of the phase curve dqb/dt is the
be unacceptable. Attempts to simply "smooth out" the lookup angular frequency, while for discrete-time eh-
discontinuities of the warped envelope can be suc- velope functions the phase slope Aqb/At is better de-
cessful, but this technique usually requires significant scribed as a lookup sample increment.
overhead in adjusting the envelope values obtained from In order to reduce the lookup function slope discon-
the table, which is essentially what the envelope lookup tinuity effect while still retaining the computation ef-
procedure was designed to avoid in the first place, ficiency of the lookup operation, it is necessary to

modify the table lookup mechanism so that the sample

StoredEnvelope increment (phase slope) is varied smoothly from one

PointsObtained _ Points segment of the envelope to the next. We would like to
determine a smooth lookup phase function constrained

via Linear interpolation 'l[_-'"-- /

\_ '_' 'e"e'-nl by the desired duration of each frame, thereby main-

_x.,/,e { "LTJ,'e..e ' taining the expected duration of the entire envelope.
'? J [ "er-,e.e'e[_], ....... In other words, we need to choose a smooth function

"_ J'e,_---_i I I ILJ " "Y/ with specific envelope phase value (the tableInter ilate_d Sera'pileInterval
lookup

_x<.... p P__ index) and phase slope (table sample increment) at the

___ L time correspondingto the envelope boundaries.
segment

StoredSampleinterval This pair of constraints implies at least a third-order

pr--

// ! I // function, so a cubic polynomial, or spline, was chosen
n n+l n+2 n+3 n+4 for the lookup function [7].

Envelope Index

Fig. 5. Linear interpolation to increase effective time reso- i Note that the phase referred to is the phase of the envelope
lution of stored envelope function, function, not the waveform or signal being modulated.

/,_ Warped

Output Envelope

I J
_ Abrupt Slope Change

_E_' 0.5 / _' _.,,_t e[_k EnvelopeiwithEnvel°pe /'-"_TemplateEnvRpe//N {_..._._.._..ii_._ _ ,

o ] _ Compressed Sustain ................... "

0 2 3

Time (seconds)
Time

Fig. 6. Time compression of envelope function. In this ex-
ample, sustain (middle) portion of envelope has been corn- Fig. 7. Time-warped envelope produced from template en-
pressed while attack and release have been left unchanged, velope using nonlinear lookup function, denoted by _b(t).
Note abrupt slope discontinuity introduced between attack Unwarped envelope would be generated if _b(t)were a straight
and sustain segments, line with slope 1.
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3 ENVELOPE TABLE LOOKUP USING CUBIC to the slope of a line connected between the two adjacent
FUNCTIONS break points. For example, the _lope chosen for the

break point between segment s and segment s + I of
Consider a simple envelope table (template) with S a simple envelope (Fig. 10) is given by

segments, as shown in Fig. 8. Each segment s of the

template has a particular duration 'rs, resulting in a slope = 'rs + %+1 or 'rs ''_ 'rs+l
total envelope duration of ('ri + 'r2 + ' ' ' + 'rS) = T. IXs% + _s+l'rs+l +s + 'Ts+l

If a separate time modification factor I% is applied to

each segment, the total duration becomes (Ixl'rl + [L2'r2 (2)
+ ' ' ' + IXs'rs),or(ql + q2 + ' ' ' + qs) = T, where

is is the warped duration of segment s, and T is the This choice balances the length and slope of the indi-
warped envelope duration. The table lookup operation vidual segments to help confine the cubic functions to

again can be described in terms of a lookup phase func- the vicinity of the linear connecting segments. The

tion, as shown in Fig. 9. The broken line in the figure slope at the start of segment s is denoted by ms,o, while
represents a lookup phase function with abrupt changes the slope at the end of the segment is denoted by ms,1.
in slope. This three-segment example function can be Note that ms,i must equal ms+l,o since they refer to the
described by Eq. (1), using a continuous time repre- same break point.

sentation for convenience. The function is a collection 3) A cubic polynomial is selected for each envelope
of linear segments:

'1 O_<t<q_
-- t ,
IX]

--t + 1 -- 'rl ,
qbl°°kup(t) = _2 (1)

--t + 1 - 'ri + 1 - 'r2 ,
Ix3

3.1 Specification of the Cubic Functions
segment. Again using a continuous time function for

In order to develop the desired smooth lookup phase convenience, the cubic equation for each segment s is
function, each of the linear segments is replaced by a of the form Ast3 + Bs t2 + Cst + Ds, and the slope at
cubic spline (solid line in Fig. 9) under the following any point is given by 3Ast 2 + 2Bst + Cs. If we define
guidelines: a localcoordinatesystem suchthat thecoordinatesand

1) The lookup phase function for the table consists slope at the first point (t = 0) of the function are (0,

of continuous, concatenated cubic functions (one 0) and ms,o, respectively, and at the last point (t = qs)
function per envelope segment) with continuous first of the segment, (qs, 'rs) and ms,l, it is apparent that
and second derivatives at the break points between

segments. The segment break points occur at the same Cs = ms,o
phasecoordinates(time,envelopephase)asthe linear- (3)
segment case of Eq. (1). Ds -- 0 .

2) The slope of the phase function at a break point
between segments within the table is chosen to be equal The remaining coefficients, As and Bs, can be determined

using the coordinates and slope at the other end of the

1.d
.,,otc...

E _ _4 /q: _c LinearSegments

_ '3 ..... , -Ps

I---,1-7 _

Xl z2 *3 x4 ....... _rs Time - _1 _2 _3 _4 Time(warped)

Fig. 8. Envelope function divided into S nonoverlapping Fig. 9. Envelope lookup phase function represented as a
sections. Each segment has a particular duration, denoted concatenated set of smooth cubic-spline functions with
by%. matchedslopesateachsegmentendpoint.
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segment, namely, finedto certain envelope segmentswhere the distortion
would be less noticeable. For example, the attack portion

% = Asq3 + Bsqs2 + ms,oqs of the envelope (where the amplitude often changes
(4) rapidly) is usually of great perceptual importance. By

ms,1 = 3Asq] + 2Bsqs + ms,o · restricting the lookup function to be linear during the
attack, the correct timbral character can be preserved

Solution for the coefficients gives at the expense of some other envelope segment with
more constant amplitude. The examples considered in

1 ( 2xs_ Sec. 5weregeneratedusingalinearlookupsegment
As = _ ms.o + ms,] -

% qs/ during the attack portion of the envelope.
5) A significant characteristic of the cubic-spline

1 ( 2) formulation is, clearly, that restrictions are placed only= q_ ms,o + ms,l - on the value and slope of the curve at the break points,
not on the shape or extent of the cubic function between

(5) break points. The result is that certain combinations

1 (3% 2ms 0 - m,,]) of segment durations and extreme time-warping factors
Bs = q_ \ qs - ' - can result in cubic lookup functions containing negative

slopes or excursions outside the desired envelope seg-

I (3 ) ment, asdepictedinFig, ll. Thisoccursonlywhen= z- - 2ms,0 - ms,] · adjacent-segment time warps differ by a large factor,Ts

such as an unwarped attack segment with a significantly

4) The slope of the phase function at the beginning stretched sustain. However, in these situations the ex-
point and ending point of the envelope cannot be de- pecked quality improvement of a smooth lookup phase
termined using the adjacent break-point formula given function compared to a simple linear lookup segment
previously for the segment boundaries within the table.

These slopes can be set to an arbitrary value, such as Slopethru adjacent breakpoints ..................

unity or zero, or some other choice can be made. We 4, i ._.. i .............. ! .........
initially chose to select the initial (final) slope in order _'"_............. Sameslopeused.........\ ::.............. :::ii...__

to minimize the root-mean-squared curvature of the _ i+''...........be_fferesakffgi_nt___."'"., ''.. · ".ii.'"/'""
first (last)lookup function segment. The curvature at _ i _ _--...-""'""'"/any point is defined to be 6Ask + 2Bs (the second de-

rivative of the cubic lookup phase function), ln other _- : _. r---7' /_, i _j,...--.,'..............._ /.......i / "'4.,,_ /........words, the initial and final slopes can be chosen such

that the lookup phase function is as nearly linear as _....... y,..' CubicSplinespossible during those segments. Since the minimum
of the rms curvature occurs for the same value of initial

(or final) slope as the integrated squared curvature, .4- 5 _.4- _+_ -_.
minimization for the initial segment can be performed 'rime(warped)

using Fig. 10.Slopeofphasefunctionatsegmentboundarieswithin
table can be chosen parallel to a line connecting two adjacent

{f_ _) break points. This helps confine behavior of cubic splinesmin (6Ask + 2Bs)2 dt (6) between break points.

with respect to m 1,0. (Recall that As and Bs are functions SplineExceedsSegment_ J.j(Retrac_l NegativeSlopeBoundary (Retrace)
fo mi,0 for the first segment.) Solution of this minimi- _.........................................................i........._
zationgivestheresult _+_ _ ' }............' ..'"'"'"'"''-'

..--___.__.._..._:::xiilil .........................

_' ..................._....................................i · ' ..............................
_ i ,.'

= -- mi,1 = _ -- mia . (7) _ i ,'"
mi,0 2 \ *] , _ i .".E_s i .

F-

This causes the quadratic coefficient B] to be zero. A
similar result can be obtained for ms,] on the final seg- {............
ment. The equations defining the lookup function slope
at each segment boundary could be chosen using some //

i 4_ _s '"'_: 4" _s+l ---I_:

other rationale. In particular, the slopes could be se- Time(warped)
lected in order to allow a desired lookup function shape
(such as linear) during particular envelope segments. Fig. 11. Certain combinations of segment durations and time-

warping factors may generate unacceptable lookup function
This strategy would allow any distortion of the envelope which goes beyond end of desired envelope segment or retraces
shape caused by nonlinear lookup functions to be con- part of template. This situation must be detected and corrected.
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is marginal anyway because the lookup phase slope the difference form becomes
must change abruptly in the vicinity of the segment
boundary, no matter whether line segments or splines q_lookup,s(t -Jr 8) = qbi+ 1 = As(t + 8) 3
are used. Thus a sensible kludge to this problem (during
the coefficient calculations) has been simply to check + B,(t + 8)2 + Cs(t + 8) + Ds (9)

the slope of the lookup function evaluated at the ex-
tremum of the curvature (second derivative): if this or

minimum slope is negative, the cubic function is aban-
doned and a linear lookup segment is used instead, qb/+l = _i q- Aqbi (10)

It should be noted that the spline formulation could where
also be constrained by subdividing the segment into

two or more smaller segments with additional constraints Aqbi = 3As_ti2 + (3As_2 + 2Bs_)t i
added for each of the subsegments. This approach was

not incorporated into the implementation described here + A_g3 + Bs_2 + Cs_ · (1 I)
for the reasons of computational efficiency and sim-

plicity described previously. Noting that A(_) i is a function of the time index ti, the
process is extended to a second forward difference,

3.2 Calculation of the Coefficients A2qbi, in order to calculate the next value of the first
The calculation of the cubic polynomial lookup phase forward difference:
functions can be summarized as follows:

1) The durations of each envelope segment qs, are Aqbi+l = Aqbi q- A2qbi

chosen according to the particular synthesis context.
2) The coordinates (qs, %) are determined, and the -- A(_) i Jr 6Asg2ti + 6As_3 + 2Bsg2 . (12)

slopes ms,] (=ms+l,0) at each break point within the
table warping function are calculated using Eq. (2). Finally, the third forward difference is a constant value

3) The initial slope mi,0 and the final slope m_,l are given by
calculated using Eq. (7) or some other criteria.

4) Finally, the cubic lookup phase coefficients As, A313_i = 6A_ 3 . (13)
B_, Cs, and Ds for each segment are calculated using
Eqs. (3) and (5). The resulting function is checked-- The cubic function and each forward difference are
a linear lookup function is substituted if the cubic set to initial values at the beginning of each segment.
function contains any portions with negative slope. For a lookup phase segment as defined in Sec. 3 the

initial values begin at t = 0, yielding

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF TABLE LOOKUP q_o= Ds = 0
VIA FORWARD DIFFERENCES

Computation of the cubic-spline coefficients for each Aqbo = As_3 + Bs_2 + Cs_ (14)
segment of the envelope lookup phase function occurs
once at the start of the note. The value of the lookup A2cb0 -- 6Asg3 + 2Bsg2
function must be calculated for every output sample
from the envelope, however, so explicit evaluation of A3cb0 -- 6As_3
the cubic polynomial is likely to be an expensive com-
putational decision, where As, Bs, Cs, and Ds are the coefficients calculated

Instead we chose to use the widely known forward- in Eqs. (3) and (5).
differences strategy to generate the polynomial values The recursive calculation of the lookup phase function
recursively [8], [9]. Representing the next value of the at time g becomes
polynomial by adding an increment to the current value,
the polynomial computation becomes a series of ad- qb_ -- qb0 + Aqb0
ditions. For example, to calculate a polynomial function
f, &qb] = Aqb0 + A2qb0 (15)

._+l = J_ q- AJ_ (8) A201 = A2_t90 q- A313_)0

where AJ}is the first forward difference,J} is the function or, in general, at time i · _ during the segment,

evaluated at discrete time ti, and fi+_ is the function
evaluated at time ti+ 1 = ti + 8, with _ being the time (_i+1 = c_)i-_- A(_i

step size.
For the cubic polynomial lookup phase function Acbi+l = Aq_i + A2qbi (16)

qblookup,s(t) = qbi = Ast3 + Bs t2 + Cst + Ds A2(_i+l = A2qbi + A3(_0 ·

940 ,J. Audio Eng. Soc., Vol. 39, No. 12, 1991 December
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Note that the forward difference calculations can be The manual division of the template envelope (1 s in
streamlined by normalizing with respect to the sample total duration) into three segments is shown in Fig.
rate, thereby fixing the explicit time step size g in Eqs. 13.
(14) to be unity. Thedurationof the templateenvelopeexpandedfrom

The forward-difference implementation requires that its nominal 1-s duration to 2 s is shown in Fig. 14 for
the increment values be stored with sufficient mathe- the simple linear-segment lookup method and for the
matical precision to maintain the desired resolution

even after many additions during a long envelope seg- 1.0 .......................... f......................... :................................................
ment. The implementation used for this investigation

uses 32-bit floating-point numbers. 0.8 ..........................i-- . .....i.........................:

5 EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSION _ o.s .................................. !...........................i.........................il

The particular topology of a synthesis algorithm using
several envelope lookup routines may require the non- _ 0.4 ............................ i...........................i-.........................i

linear lookup function to prevent problems on some '_ /
envelope generators but not others. In general, the I' 0.2.................... i ........................i.........................i
computation and parameter storage overhead associated
with the cubic lookup function method is not significant

i

in non-real-time systems using complicated synthesis °-o°.o0 o.2s o.so 0.7s _.0o
algorithms, but the overhead may be a consideration Time (seconds)
when dealing with extreme time constraints or simple
synthesis algorithms. Fig. 13. Exampletemplateenvelope(used in algorithmofFig. 11) divided into three segments of durations (0.4, 0.4,

Two elementary example synthesis algorithms using 0.2) s.
amplitude envelopes are presented in this section. The
examples using the spline lookup function method were

generated under the constraint that the lookup function _.o .........................._......................t..................................................during the attack portion of the envelope must be linear
0.8....................... i

in order to reduce timbral alteration (that is, m_,0 =
m],l = l/IJ[]). This constraint is accomplished easily
in the initializationprocedure by setting the first forward _ 0.6.................. i
difference of the attack segment equal to the desired

envelope phase slope and setting the higher order dif- _ 0.4............. !
ferencestozero. '_

0.25.1 Example 1: Simple AM

The first example is an elementary synthesis algorithm
0.0using two unit generators, as shown in Fig. 12. The o.o 0.s _.0 _.5 2.0

algorithm consists of a fixed-waveform digital oscillator Time (seconds)

whose amplitude is controlled by a single envelope (a)
function (simple amplitude modulation). The waveform
from the digital oscillator and the template envelope _.o ...................................................................................................

functiontogetherproducea vaguelytrumpetlikesound i i i
0.8 ............. : ..........ii

TemplateEnvelope '_ 0.6 ................. i

Frequency plitude

i_ 0.2

Partial Amplitudes
-_'_ _-- of StoredWaveform

(BeforeNormalization) 0'0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Ao:1.o Time (seconds)A1: 0.6
AP.:0.3 (Phase=O) (b)A3:0.4

Output A4:0.3

Fig. 14. Envelope of Fig. 12 expanded in overall duration
Fig. 12. Example synthesis algorithm comprising fixed-fie- to 2 s by time scaling sustain (middle) portion. (a) Expansion
quency, fixed-waveform oscillator with amplitude modulation using linear-segment lookup function. (b) Expansion using
appliedby envelopegenerator, cubic-splinelookup function.
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cubic lookup function method of Sec. 3. The curves cases. Either case is typically unacceptable. A somewhat
in Fig. 14 were obtained using a normalized peak de- more useful example of compression is shown in Fig.
tector on the output waveform from the synthesis al- 16. In this case the compression to 0.65 s is spread
gorithm. For this example the doubled duration is ac- over all three segments: (?l, ?2, ?3) = (0.2, 0.35, 0.1),
complished by increasing only the duration of the middle yielding (l_l, Ix2, 1_3) = (0.5, 0.875, 0.5). The sustain
(sustain) envelope segment: (%, %, %) = (0.4, 0.4, portion of the envelope is improved at the expense of
0.2), (?l, ?2, ?3) _--- (0.4, 1.4, 0.2), giving (ix1, _2, _3) a time-compressed attack segment.
= (1.0, 3.5, 1.0). The linear segment method results
in an unnatural broadening of the amplitude variations 5.9 Example 2: FM
(tremelo), while the cubic lookup provides a more The second example is a more complicated synthesis
gradual transition from attack to sustain and from sustain algorithm utilizing frequency modulation (FM), high-
to release. The informal perceptual result is that the Q low-pass filtering, and an overall amplitude envelope.
envelope of Fig. 14(a) has an unnaturally broadened In this example, depicted in Fig. 17, the FM carrier
tremelo and sounds like a time-stretched envelope, while and modulator are both in the audio-frequency range,
Fig. 14(b) retains a more muscial character, resulting in spectral sidebands [10]. For simplicity the

Compressing the envelope from its nominal l-s du- same envelope shape is used to control both the mod-
ration to 0.65 s is shown in Fig. 15, again for the linear ulation index and the output amplitude. The manual
and cubic lookup functions. The reduced duration is division of the amplitude and modulation index envelope
accomplished by decreasing the duration of the middle into three segments is shown in Fig. 18.
segment: (71, ?2, ?3) = (0.4, 0.05, 0.2), giving (Ix1, Expansion of only the sustain segment to give a total
Ix2, Ix3) = (1.0, 0. 125, 1.0). The extreme compression duration of 2 s is shown in Fig. 19 for the linear segment
warping of the sustain results in rapid amplitude fluc- and the cubic-spline lookup functions: (71, ?2, ?3) =
tuations, which are perceived as a short click or noise (0.15, 1.75, 0.1), yielding (ix1, Ix2, tx3) = (1.0, 2.333,
burst in either the linear segment or the spline lookup 1.0). Like the previous synthesis examples, the curves

1.0 1.0 .......................... [................... !...........................................

0.8 0.8.................. i ...........................

0 _ 0,6 ............... i..........................i0.6

i_ 0.4 0.4 .......... i............................i
< <

0.2 0.2 ...........

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Time (seconds) Time (seconds)
(a) (a)

1.0 1.0 ......................................................................................................

0,8 0.8................. i ........................i

® _ 0.6................ i...........................i

0.6

=
D.

Ill 0.4 0,4 ......... ::.........................i

0.2 0.2 ...................i

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Time (seconds) Time (seconds)

(b) (b)

Fig. 15. Envelope of Fig. 12 compressed in overall duration Fig. 16. Envelope of Fig. 12 compressed in overall duration
to 0.65 s by time scaling sustain (middle) portion. (a) Com- to 0.65 s by time scaling all three segments by factors (0.5,
pression using linear-segment lookup function. (b) Com- 0.875, 0.5). (a) Compression using linear-segment lookup
pression using cubic-spline lookup function, function. (b) Compression using cubic-spline lookup function.
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of Fig. 19 were obtained using a normalized peak de- segments of stored envelope functions in digital syn-
teeter on the output waveform from the algorithm of thesis systems. The nonlinear time warping lessens the
Fig. 17. The abrupt slope discontinuities at envelope likelihood of audible timbral discontinuities between
segment boundaries present in the linear-segment case envelope segments with differing time warps by avoid-
[Fig. 19(a)] are avoided using the cubic-spline lookup ing abrupt changes in the slope of the table lookup
method [Fig. 19(b)]. Although the effects of the slope function, while preserving the details of the stored en-
discontinuities are not significant in this example, velope function itself. Although the conventional linear
problems similar to those shown previously in Fig. 3 time warping technique is completely satisfactory in
can occur under certain conditions. In this elementary many situations, the new nonlinear approach can be
example the problem can be avoided to some extent applied usefully in complex digital synthesis algorithms.
by placing the envelope generator after the filter, but The method requires precalculation of the coefficients
such a change of topology may not always be possible, for each cubic lookup segment followed by "on the

Another form of envelope warping is shown in Fig. fly" calculation of the cubic functions themselves using
20. For this example the attack and release segment the well-known forward differences formulation.
durations are cut in half while the overall duration is Computer simulations have been used to demonstrate

held at 1 s by increasing the duration of the sustain: the method.
('_1, _2, "_3) = (0.075, 0.875, 0.05), giving 0Xl, Ix2,

tx3) = (0.5, 1. 1667, 0.5). Note in particular the smooth 7 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
transitions between envelope segments for the cubic-
spline case [Fig. 20(b)]. Initial experiments involving the envelope lookup

method described in this paper were performed by the

6 CONCLUSION author using the facilities of the University of Illinois
Computer Music Project, James Beauchamp, Director.

We have described the use of nonlinear lookup func- Comments and suggestions by two anonymous reviewers

tions (specifically cubic polynomials) for time warping have been of great assistance in improving the focus

Mylator Frequency Modulation 1.0 ......................... f........................... :........................... : ........................... :FREQr_'_'_ fm = fc - 500 Hz

fm = 500 Hz _ O_ili_tor _._ Max. Index- 4

2ooo.,-'MN%JI o,...........................................................................i...........................i
I,mx,n,o_t . i I

| _ Carrier _ 0.6 .................... i ........................... i ........................... i ........................... i

/ ,c.,oo.z / 3

| \I ............,...........................i...........................i............................

_) .^_^ ' J ' Lowpass' 20tg'/EcNAVnELOPorE_, 5000 fo=1000(sec°ndFilterHz,°rder'Q=20) i' ".................................

Fig. 17. Frequencymodulation(FM) synthesisalgorithm 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
using modulation index, amplitude envelopes, and low-pass Time (seconds)
filter. (a)

1.0

0._
"0 0.6

• "--
0.6 la,,

9 _ 0.4
Q.

'_ 0.2

0.2

0"_3.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Time (seconds)
0.0

0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 (b)

Time (seconds)
Fig. 19. Envelope of Fig. 17 expanded in overall duration

Fig. 18. Example template envelope (used in algorithm of to 2 s by time scaling sustain (middle) portion. (a) Expansion
Fig. 16) divided into three segments of durations (0.15, 0.75, using linear-segment lookup function. (b) Expansion using
0.1)s. cubic-splinelookupfunction.
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